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FERMI-LIQUID EFFECTS IN TRANSRESISTIVITYIN THE QUANTUM HALL DOUBLE LAYERS NEAR � = 1=2N. A. Zimbovskaya *Department of Physis and Astronomy, St. Cloud State University56301, Cloud, MN, USAUral's State Aademy of Mining and Geology620000, Yekaterinburg, RussiaSubmitted 24 November 2003We present theoretial studies of the temperature and magneti �eld dependenes of the Coulomb drag tran-sresistivity between two parallel layers of two-dimensional eletron gases in the quantum Hall regime near half�lling of the lowest Landau level. It is shown that Fermi-liquid interations between the relevant quasipartilesan signi�antly a�et the transresistivity, providing its independene from the interlayer spaing for spaingsthat take values reported in the experiments. The obtained results agree with the experimental evidene.PACS: 71.27.+a, 73.43.-fDuring the last deade, double-layer two-dimensional (2D) eletron gas systems were ofsigni�ant interest due to many remarkable phenom-ena that they exhibit, inluding the so-alled Coulombdrag. In Coulomb drag experiments, two 2D eletrongases are arranged lose to eah other, suh thatthey an interat via Coulomb fores. A urrent I isapplied to one layer of the system, and the voltageVD in the other nearby layer is measured, with nourrent allowed to �ow in that layer. The ratio �VD=Igives the transresistivity �D, whih haraterizes thestrength of the e�et. The physial interpretation ofthe Coulomb drag is that momentum is transferredfrom the urrent-arrying layer to the nearby one dueto interlayer interations [1�3℄.It was shown theoretially [4, 5℄ and on�rmed withexperiments [5℄ that the transresistivity between two2D eletron gases in the quantum Hall regime at half�lling of the lowest Landau level for both layers isproportional to T 4=3 (where T is the temperature ofthe system), whih is quite di�erent from the temper-ature dependene of �D in the absene of the exter-nal magneti �eld applied to 2D eletron gases. Thistemperature dependene of the drag at � = 1=2 origi-nates from the ballisti ontribution to transresistivity.*E-mail: nzimbov�physlab.si.ny.uny.edu

The latter re�ets the response of the two-layer sys-tem to the driving disturbane of a �nite wave vetorq and �nite frequeny ! in the ase where the relevantsales are smaller than the mean free path l of eletrons(ql � 1), and times are shorter than their satteringtime � (!� � 1)1).In further experiments [7℄, the Coulomb drag wasmeasured between 2D eletron gases where the layer�lling fator was varied around � = 1=2:The transresis-tivity was reported to be enhaned quadratially with�� = � � 1=2: It was also reported that the urvatureof the enhanement depended on temperature but wasinsensitive to both the sign of �� and the distane dbetween the layers. The present work is motivated withthese experiments of [7℄. We alulate the transresis-tivity between two layers of 2D eletron gases subjetto a strong magneti �eld that provides � lose to 1=2for both layers.We start from the well-known expression [1, 3℄ thatrelates the Coulomb drag transresistivity to density�density omponents of the polarization in the layers�(1)(q; !) and �(2)(q; !),1) When the external driving disturbane applied to one of thelayers is of small q, ! (ql � 1, !� � 1), the transresisitivity isdominated by the di�usion ontribution, and new e�ets ouldemerge (see. e.g., [6℄ and referenes therein).1403



N. A. Zimbovskaya ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 125, âûï. 6, 2004�D = 12(2�)2 he2 1Tn2 Z q2dq(2�)2 Z ~ d!sh2(~!=2T ) �� ��U(q; !)��2 Im�(1)(q;!) Im�(2)(q;!); (1)where U(q; !) is the sreened interlayer Coulomb inter-ation, and eletron densities in the layers are supposedto be equal (n1 = n2 = n).Within the usual omposite fermion approah [8℄,a single layer polarizability desribes the part of thedensity�urrent eletromagneti response that is ir-reduible with respet to the Coulomb interation.Adopting the random-phase approximation (RPA) forsimpliity, we obtain the following expression for the2� 2 polarizability matrix:��1 = (K0)�1 + C�1: (2)Here, the matrix K0 gives the response of noninter-ating omposite fermions and C is the Chern�Simonsinteration matrix. Assuming the wave vetor q to liein the x diretion for de�niteness, we haveC = 0B� 0 iq4�~� iq4�~ 0 1CA . (3)Starting from expression (2), we arrive at the follow-ing results for the density�density response funtion�00(i)(q; !) :�00(i)(q; !) = �(i)(q; !) == K000(i)(q;!)1� 8i�~q K001(i)(q;!)��4�~q �2�(i)(q;!) : (4)Here,�(i)(q;!) == K000(i)(q;!)K011(i)(q;!) + �K001(i)(q;!)�2: (5)Within the RPA, the response funtions inluded inEqs. (4) and (5) are simply related to the omponentsof the omposite fermion ondutivity tensor ~� [8℄,1~�(i)xx(q;!) = iq2!e2 " 1K000(i)(q;!) � 1K000(i)(q;0)# ;~�(i)yy (q;!) = � ie2! �K011(i)(q;!)�K011(i)(q;0)�;~�(i)xy = �~�(i)yx = ie2q K001(i)(q;!): (6)

To proeed, we alulate the omponents of theomposite fermion ondutivity at � slightly away from1=2: In this ase, omposite fermions experiene anonzero e�etive magneti �eldBeff = B �B1=2:We onentrate on the ballisti ontribution to thetransresistivity, and we therefore need asymptotis forthe relevant ondutivity omponents appliable in thenonloal (ql � 1) and high-frequeny (!� � 1) regime.The orresponding expressions for ~�ij were obtained inearlier works [8℄. But these results are not appropriatefor our analysis beause they do not provide a smoothpassage to the Beff ! 0 limit at �nite q. Therefore,we do not use them in further alulations. To ob-tain a suitable approximation for the omposite fermionondutivity, we start from the standard solution ofthe Boltzmann transport equation for the ompositefermion distribution funtion. This gives the followingresults for the omposite fermion ondutivity ompo-nents for a single layer [9℄:~��� = m�e2(2�~)2 1
 2�Z0 d v�( )�� exp24� iq
  Z0 vx( 00) d 0035��  Z�1 v�( 0) exp264 iq
  0Z0 vx( 00) d 00 ++ 1
� ( 0 �  )(1� i!�)� d 0: (7)Here, m� and 
 are the omposite fermion e�etivemass and the ylotron frequeny at the e�etive mag-neti �eld Beff ;  is the angular oordinate of the om-posite fermion ylotron orbit. We now perform someformal transformations of this expression (7) follow-ing the way proposed before [9, 10℄. First, we expandthe omposite fermion veloity omponents v�( 0) in aFourier series,v�( 0) =Xk vk� exp(ik 0): (8)Substituting this expansion (8) in (7), we obtain1404
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~� = m�e2(2�~)2 Xk vk� 2�Z0 d v�( ) exp(ik )�� 0Z�1 exp��ik
� i! + 1� + iqvx( )� � ++ iq �Z0 �vx( +
�0)� vx( )�d�0�d�; (9)where � =  0 �  
 :Then we introdue a new variable � related to the vari-able � as� = �ik
� i! + 1� + iqvx( )� � ++ iq �Z0 �vx( +
�0)� vx( )�d�0: (10)The result is~��� = im�e2(2�~)2 Xk vk� 0Z�1 e�d� �� 2�Z0 v�( ) exp(ik )! + i=� � k
� qvx( +
�)d : (11)Under the onditions of interest, !� � 1, ql � 1;and also assuming that the �lling fator is lose to� = 1=2; and hene qvF � 
 (where vF is the ompo-site fermions Fermi veloity), the variable � is approx-imately equal to��(1 + iql os + ik
� � i!�)�1:Taking this into aount and expanding the last termin the denominator of (11) in powers of 
�, we obtainqvx( +
�) � qvx( ) ++ �
q�(1 + iql os + ik
� � i!�)�1 dvxd ++q �22 (
�)2(1+iql os +ik
��i!�)�2 d2vxd 2 : (12)

Substituting this asymptoti expression in (9), we analulate the �rst terms of the expansions of the rele-vant omponents of the omposite fermion ondutiv-ity in powers of the small parameter (qR)�1, whereR = vF =
 is the omposite fermion ylotron radius.In the �ollisionless� limit 1=� ! 0, we have~�xx = �N i!q2 e2�1 + iÆp1� Æ2 ++ iÆp(1� Æ2)5 12(qR)2�1� 54 11� Æ2�� ; (13)~�yy = N vF e2q (p1� Æ2 + iÆ++ 12(qR)2 "74 1p(1� Æ2)5 � 1p(1� Æ2)3#) ; (14)~�xy = iN vF e2q Æ2qR� 1p1� Æ2 + Æ2p(1� Æ2)3 �; (15)where N = m�=2�~2 is the density of states at theomposite fermion Fermi surfae and Æ = !=qvF : Us-ing these results, we an easily obtain approximationsfor the funtions K0��(i)(q; !) (�; � = 0:1) and, subse-quently, the desired density�density response funtiongiven by (4). It was shown in [3℄ that the integral over! in the expression (1) for �D is dominated by ! � T;and the major ontribution to the integral over q in thisexpression omes fromq � kF (T=T0)1=3;where kF is the Fermi wave vetor and the saling tem-perature T0 is de�ned below. Therefore, we obtain anestimate for Æ; namelyÆ � (T=�)(T0=T )1=3;where � is the hemial potential of a single 2D eletrongas inluded in the bilayer. For the parameter T0 tak-ing values of the order of room temperature, Æ is smallompared to unity at low temperatures (T � 1 K).Here, we limit ourselves to the ase of two identiallayers (�(1) = �(2) � �). For Æ � 1, we obtain theapproximation�00(q; !) = q3q3�dnd���1 � 8�i~!kF�1 + 2(kFR)�1 + 38(qR)�2� ; (16)1405



N. A. Zimbovskaya ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 125, âûï. 6, 2004where dn=d� is the ompressibility of the � = 1=2 state,whih is de�ned as [3℄dnd� � �00(q! 0; ! ! 0) = 3m�8�~2 : (17)This di�ers from the ompressibility of the noninter-ating 2D eletron gas in the absene of the externalmagneti �eld (the latter is equal to N). The di�erenein the ompressibility values is a manifestation of theChern�Simons interation in strong magneti �elds.In the following alulations, we adopt the expres-sion used in [3℄ for the sreened interlayer potentialU(q;!);U(q;!) = 12 Vb + Ub1 + �(q;!)(Vb + Ub) �� 12 Vb � Ub1 + �(q;!)(Vb � Ub) ; (18)where Vb(q) = 2�e2�q ; Ub(q) = 2�e2�q e�qdare the respetive Fourier omponents of the bareCoulomb potentials for intralayer and interlayer inter-ations and � is the dieletri onstant. Substitung (18)in (1) and using our result (16) for �(q; !), we anpresent the transresistvity in the �ballisti� regime as�D = �D0 + Æ�D; (19)where the �rst term �D0 is the transresistivity at� = 1=2 when the e�etive magneti �eld is zero andthe seond term gives a orretion arising in a nonzeroe�etive magneti �eld (away from � = 1=2). As wasto be expeted, our expression for �D0 oinides withthe already known result [3℄,�D0 = he2 �(7=3)�(4=3)3p3 � TT0�4=3; (20)where T0 = �e2nd� (1 + �);and 1� = 2�e2d� dnd�: (21)The leading term of the orretion Æ�D at low temper-atures, T=T0 � 1;an be writen as

Æ�D = 23�D0 1kFR�1 + 38 1kFR�++ a2 he2�2TT0 �2=3 1(kFR)2 �� 43�D0���1 + 34���++ 4a2 he2�2TT0 �2=3(��)2; (22)where the dimensionless positive onstant a2 an beapproximated asa2 = 724p3 1Z0 � y2=3sh2 y � 1y4=3 h2 y�dy: (23)We have to remark that our result (23) annot beused in the limit as T ! 0: Atually, this expressionprovides a good asymptoti form for the oe�ient a2when (TkF l=�)1=3 � 1:5: Assuming that the mean freepath is of the order 1:0�m as in the experiments [11℄ ond magnetotransport in a single modulated 2D eletrongas at � lose to 1=2; and using the estimate in [7℄ forthe eletron density n = 1:4 � 1015 m�2, we obtain thatexpression (23) gives good approximation for a2 whenT=� is not less than 10�2.It follows from our results (19) and (22) that thetransresistivity �D enhanes nearly quadratially with�� when the �lling fator deviates from � = 1=2: Theterm linear in �� is also present in the expression forÆ�D: This auses an asymmetri shape of the plot ofEq. (22) with respet to �� = 0. But this asymmetryis not very signi�ant beause the linear term is smallerthan the last term in the right-hand side of (22). Thisdi�erene in magnitudes is due to di�erent temperaturedependenes of the terms onsidered. The �rst term,inluding the orretion linear in (kFR)�1, is propor-tional to (T=T0)4=3, whereas the seond one is propor-tional to (T=T0)2=3 and predominates at low tempera-tures. Therefore, the magneti �eld dependene of thetransresistivity near � = 1=2 mathes that observed inthe experiments (see Fig. 1).Keeping only the greatest term in (22), we an rep-resent the ratio �D=�D0 as�D�D0 = 4�(��)2 + 1 (24)with the oe�ient� = 3p3a2�(7=3)�(4=3) �2T0T �2=3 : (25)This oe�ient is proportional to the urvature of theplot of Eq. (22) assuming that the �rst term is ne-gleted. The urvature reveales a strong dependene1406
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Fig. 1. Saled drag resistivity versus �� at T = 0:6 K;lowest dashed urve is the plot of Eq. (22) atm� = 4mb; A0 = 15; and remaining urves representthe experimental data in [7℄on temperature; its harater also agrees with experi-ments of [7℄, as shown in Fig. 2.A striking feature of the experimental results is thatthey appear to be insensitive to the distane betweenthe 2D eletron gases. Sets of data orresponding tosamples with di�erent interlayer spaings dA = 10 nmand dB = 22:5 nm fall on the same urve. This on-erns both magneti �eld dependene of the transresis-tivity and temperature dependene of the parameter �.The results of the present analysis provide a possibleexplanation for this feature. It follows from (20)�(25)that the dependene of �D on the interlayer spaing isompletely inluded in the harateristi temperatureT0, whih is de�ned with Eq. (21). The above quan-tity is nearly independent of the interlayer separationd when the parameter � takes values larger that unity.Estimating the parameter � given by Eq. (21), we ob-tain that the ondition � > 1 ould be satis�ed forsmall values of the ompressibility of the � = 1=2 state.But within the RPA, the e�etive mass of ompositefermions oinides with the single eletron band massmb, whih takes the value mb � 0:07me for GaAs wells(me is the mass of a free eletron). Using this valueto estimate the ompressibility introdued by Eq. (17),we obtain � � 0:44: This is too small to provide insen-sitivity of the oe�ient � determined by Eq. (25) to
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T, КFig. 2. Temperature dependene of the oe�ient ��1for interlayer distanes d = 10 nm (upper urve) andd = 22:5 nm (lower urve) ompared to the summaryof experimental urvature at both spaings [7℄the interlayer distane for interlayer spaings reportedin the experiments [3℄. The above disrepany ouldbe removed by taking Fermi liquid interations amongquasipartiles (omposite fermions) into aount. Toinlude Fermi liquid e�ets into onsideration, we writethe renormalized polarizability �� as [8℄���1 = ��1 + F(0) + F(1); (26)where � is the polarizability of noninterating om-posite fermions de�ned with Eq. (2), and the remain-ing terms represent ontributions arising due to theFermi liquid interation in the omposite fermion sys-tem. Only ontributions from the �rst and greatesttwo terms in the expansion of the Fermi liquid inter-ation funtion in Legendre polynomials (f0 and f1,respetively) are kept in Eq. (26) to avoid too lengthyalulations. Matrix elements of the 2�2 matries F(0)and F(1) are equal toF(0) =  f0 00 0 ! ;F(1) = 0B� m� �mbne2 !2q2 00 �m� �mbne2 1CA : (27)Within the Fermi liquid theory, the e�etive massm� is related to the �bare� mass mb as1407



N. A. Zimbovskaya ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 125, âûï. 6, 20041mb = 1m� + f12�~2 � 1 +A1m� : (28)Using expressions (26)�(28) and performing alula-tions within the relevant limit Æ � 1, we obtain that theexpression for the density�density response funtion fora single layer preserves the form given by Eq. (16),where the ompressibility dn=d� is replaed with thequantity dn�=d� renormalized due to the Fermi liquidinteration,dn�d� = 3m�8�~2�1 + 3m�8�~2 f0��1 �� dnd��1 + dnd�f0��1: (29)For strongly orrelated quasipartiles, this renor-malization may signi�antly redue the ompressibil-ity of the omposite fermion liquid, and, onsequently,inrease the value of the parameter �: It is usuallyassumed [3, 8℄ that the Fermi liquid renormalizationof the e�etive mass signi�antly hanges its value:m� � (5�10)mb. This gives the values of the order10 for the Fermi liguid oe�ient A1. Using this es-timate and substituting our renormalized ompress-ibility (29) in expression (21), we arrive at the on-lusion that dn�=d� is low enough for the ondition� > 1 to be satis�ed when the Fermi liquid parameterA0 � f0=2�~2 takes values of the order 10�100. Thisonlusion does not seem unrealisti beause it is rea-sonable to expet A0 to be of the order of or greaterthan the next Fermi liquid parameter A1: We obtaina reasonably good agreement between the plot of ourEq. (22) and the experimental results using A0 = 15and A1 = 3 (m� = 4mb) (Fig. 1).Our results for the temperature dependene of ��1also agree with the results of experiments [7℄. Theupper urve in Fig. 2 orresponds to the double-layersystem with smaller interlayer spaing dA = 10 nm,whih gives T0 = 487 K, and the lower urve exhibitsthe temperature dependene of ��1 for greater spaingdB = 22:5 nm (T0 = 587 K). The urves do not oin-ide, but they are arranged rather lose to eah other.Finally, the results of the present analysis enableus to qualitatively desribe all important features ob-served in the experiments in [7℄ on the Coulomb dragslightly away from half �lling of the lowest Landaulevels of both interating 2D eletron gases. They alsogive us grounds to treat these experimental results asone more evidene of a strong Fermi liquid interationin the omposite fermion system near half �llingof the lowest Landau level. The above interationprovides a signi�ant redution of the ompressibility

of the omposite fermion liquid and a onsequentenhanement in the sreening length in single layers.Essentially, the parameter � haraterizes the ratioof the Thomas�Fermi sreening length in a single 2Deletron gas at � = 1=2 and the separation betweenthe layers [3℄. When � > 1; intralayer interationspredominate those between the layers, whih ould bethe reason for low sensitivity of the bilayer to hangesin the interlayer spaing. It is likely that here isan explanation for the reported nearly-independeneof the drag from the interlayer separation [7℄. Webelieve that at larger distanes between the layers,the dependene of the transresistivity on d ouldbe revealed in the experiments. At the same time,the results in [7℄ give us a valuable opportunityto estimate the strength of Fermi-liquid intera-tions between quasipartiles at the � = 1=2 state,whih is important for further studies of suh systems.The author thanks K. L. Haglin and G. M. Zim-bovsky for help with the manusript.REFERENCES1. L. Zheng and A. H. MaDonald, Phys. Rev. B 48, 8203(1993).2. A. Kamenev and Y. Oreg, Phys. Rev. B 52, 7516(1995).3. I. Ussishkin and A. Stern, Phys. Rev. B 56, 4013(1997).4. S. Sakhi, Phys. Rev. B 56, 4098 (1997).5. M. P. Lilly, J. P. Eisenstein, L. N. Pfei�er, andK. W. West, Phys. Rev. Lett. 80, 1714 (1998).6. F. von Oppen, S. H. Simon, and A. Stern, Phys. Rev.Lett. 87, 106803 (2001).7. M. P. Lilly, J. P. Eisenstein, L. N. Pfei�er, andK. W. West, E-print arhives ond-mat/9909231.8. B. I. Halperin, P. A. Lee, and N. Read, Phys. Rev.B 47, 7312 (1993); S. H. Simon and B. I. Halperin,Phys. Rev. B 48, 17368 (1993).9. N. A. Zimbovskaya and J. L. Birman, Phys. Rev. B 60,16762 (1999).10. N. A. Zimbovskaya, Loal Geometry of the FermiSurfae and High-Frequeny Phenomena in Metals,Springer-Verlag, New York (2001).11. R. L. Willett, K. W. West, and L. N. Pfei�er, Phys.Rev. Lett. 83, 2624 (1999).1408


